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D-3240 Series
Pneumatic Piston Actuators

The D-3240 Series Pneumatic
Piston Actuators are
multipurpose positioning devices
designed for operating inlet
vanes on centrifugal fans and
compressors, in direct response
to the output signal of a
pneumatic controller.  These
actuators can also be used on
other applications that require a
large amount of positioning
power from a single actuator,
such as large damper
applications, provided that the
damper is designed to withstand
the high torque capabilities of
the actuator.

The D-3240 Series Actuators
are furnished with an 8 to
13 PSIG (56 to 91 kPA) spring
range and are available in two
mounting configurations:  swivel-
mounted and pedestal (single or
duplex) floor-mounted.  Floor-
mounted models are furnished
with a factory installed and
calibrated D-9502 Positioner;
swivel-mounted models are
available with or without the
positioner.  The positioner may
also be ordered separately at a
later date for additional
positioning power should the
application require it; refer to the
Specifications Table for ordering
information.

For actuators with a positioner, if
it is necessary to extend the
piston rod to make the linkage
attachment, loosen the
positioner spring arm before
extending the rod and make
sure the spring is just taut before
retightening it.

Mounting

Application requirements dictate
the type of mounting necessary;
refer to the dimension drawings
for mounting details.  Tables 1
and 2 list the actuator force
values and maximum available

Fig. 1:  Typical D-3240 Series
Swivel-Mounted Actuator

Fig. 2:  Typical D-3240 Series
Duplex Pedestal-Mounted
Actuators

Specifications
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torque with a 20 PSIG (140 kPA)
supply and a nominal spring
range of 8 to 13 PSIG
(56 to 91 kPA).

Application and Drawing
Identification

See BEIMS 45-2.03-1.

Table 1:  D-3240 Series Swivel
Mounted Actuator Force Values at 20

PSIG (140 kPA) Supply

Fig. 3:  D-3240 Series Single and Duplex Pedestal-Mounted Actuators
Dimensions in./mm
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Table 2:  Maximum Available Torque at
Various Angular Rotations
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Table 3:  Ordering Information
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Fig. 8.  See Pedestal-Mounted
Application (page 6)

Fig. 7.  See Pipe and Bar Stock
Applications (page 6)
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Swivel-Mounted Actuator Using
3/8 in. Schedule 40 Pipe
Extension (extra stop
nut/coupler furnished)
- Application “A”:

1. Remove the clevis and
screw the extra stop
nut/coupler (eight or nine
turns) onto the
5/8-18-UNF threaded end of
the actuator shaft.

2. Back the locknut tightly into
the stop nut.

3. Cut the 3/8 in. Schedule 40
pipe to the necessary
length; the maximum length
should not exceed 36 in.
(914 mm).  Thread the pipe
on both ends.

4. Screw the pipe tightly into
the stop nut.

5. Screw the clevis onto the
other end of the pipe.

6. Attach the clevis to the fan
inlet vane linkage.

Using Bar Stock - Application
“B”:

1. Cut the bar stock to the
necessary length.

2. Drill two 3/8 in. (10 mm)
holes into the bar stock
using the clevis as a
template.

3. Attach the extension to the
clevis using the 3/8 in. nuts
and bolts supplied.

4. Drill an appropriately sized
hole into the opposite end of
the extension and attach it
to the fan inlet vane linkage.

Pedestal-Mounted Actuator:

1. Select the necessary lever
arm length and attach the
clevis in the appropriate
holes.

2. Remove the end clevis and
close nipple.

3. Cut the 3/8 in. Schedule 40
pipe to the necessary
length; the maximum length
should not exceed 36 in.
(914 mm).  Thread the pipe
to 3/8-18 NPT on both ends.

4. Screw one end of the pipe
into the clevis on the lever
arm and the other end into
the clevis from Step 2.

5. Connect the end clevis to
the fan inlet vane linkage.

Fig. 9:  Clevis and Stop Nut/Coupler

Assembly and Detail - Dimensions in./mm

Using Schedule 40 Pipe       Using Bar Stock Pedestal-Mounted

Fig. 10:  Actuator Application Assemblies
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Notes
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